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Electromagnetic scattering by spherical negative-refractive-index particles:
Low-frequency resonance and localization parameters
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The Mie scattering of electromagnetic waves of wave vectork by spherical negative-refractive-index par-
ticles of radiusa exhibits an unusual resonance atka→0. The scattering enhancement from theka→0
resonance is insensitive to the size of scatterers, distinct from the Mie scattering resonances from positive-
refractive-index particles. For media consisting of a collection of the negative-refractive-index particles, the
unusual resonance results in a significant reduction of the localization parameter, providing a possibility to
reach the light localization transition by reducing the wave vectork, in analogy to electronic systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much experimental and theoretical efforts has been
cently devoted to the study of a new type of metamater
that have simultaneously negative electric permittivitye and
magnetic permeabilitym and are thus termed as negativ
refractive-index materials~NIM’s !, or ‘‘left-handed materi-
als’’ @1–14#. Over thirty years ago, Veselago@15# predicted
theoretically that electromagnetic waves propagating in
tropic NIM’s possess several peculiar characteristics, incl
ing anomalous refraction, reversal of both the Doppler s
and the Cerenkov radiation, and reversal of radiation p
sure to radiation tension. Due to the absence of natur
occurring materials having both negativee and negativem,
however, Veselago’s prediction did not receive much att
tion until recently, when a system consisting an array of re
nators and metallic wires was prepared and demonstrate
have negative refractive index, for electromagnetic wa
propagated in some special direction and polarization i
narrow microwave frequency region@5–8#. The successfu
fabrication of NIM’s aroused great interest in exploring th
unusual electromagnetic effects that may lead to useful
plication. Among others, ideas have been proposed wh
use NIM’s to achieve subwavelength focusing@4,10#, to
open an unconventional photonic band gap@9#, and to en-
hance photon tunneling@16,17#.

Concurrently, there has been an ongoing interest in
field of multiple electromagnetic scattering and transport
light in disordered media. This is initially motivated by th
fact that many electronic effects have their analog in elec
magnetic scattering systems@18–28#. Among these are the
coherent backscattering effect, which is the optical coun
part of electronic weak localization@18–20#, the photonic
Hall effect @24#, the anisotropic light diffusion@25#, and, in
particular, the localization of light@22,26,27#. To achieve lo-
calization, the localization parameterh5klt needs to be re-
duced, wherek52p/l is the light wave vector withl the
wavelength, andl t5 l s /(12g) is the transport mean fre
path with g5^cosu& denoting the asymmetry paramet
@29,30#. The scattering mean free pathl s is given, in first
approximation, byl s51/rss with r the number density o
1063-651X/2004/69~1!/016619~6!/$22.50 69 0166
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scatterers andss the total scattering cross section. The M
scattering cross sectionss depends on the magnetic perm
ability ms , the electric permittivityes , as well as the size o
the scatterers. Letf v anda denote, respectively, the volum
fraction and radius of the scatterers, andQs be the efficiency
for scattering, the localization parameterh can be written as

h5
4

3 f v

x

Qs~12g!
, ~1!

wherex5ka is the size parameter. In general

Qs;
1

x2
~2!

at resonance points@30#, one may intuitively hope to mini-
mize the localization parameter and reach the localiza
transition ~h;1! by reducingk or x5ka, as in electronic
systems. However, for ordinary materials with positivee and
m, hereinafter referred to as positive-refractive-index ma
rials ~PIM’s!, resonance usually occurs only in the interm
diate frequency regime (x;1) or large particle limit (x
@1), while in the small-particle limit (x!1), the Rayleigh
law points out thatQs is proportional tox4, suggestingh
}1/x3. As a result, a reduction ofk will lead to an increase of
the localization parameter, unfavorable to light localizatio
Localization of light is, up to now, believed possible only
an intermediate wavelength window,l;a, where resonance
arises such that the efficiency for scattering can be m
mized. With the advent of NIM’s, it is desirable to study
disordered system composed of NIM particles may help
decrease the localization parameter and approach the lo
ization transition by inducing resonance in small-partic
limit. In this paper, we report an investigation of light sca
tering and the localization parameter of light in the prese
of NIM’s. It is found that the NIM’s may exhibit a unique
type of resonance atx→0. The scattering enhancement
the small-particle limit due to thex→0 resonant effect is
insensitive to the size of scatterers and results in a signific
reduction of the localization parameterh, suggesting a pos
©2004 The American Physical Society19-1
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sibility to induce the light localization transition by reducin
the wave vectork, in analogy to electronic systems. We no
describe our results in detail.

II. MIE SCATTERING BY NIM PARTICLES

Let us consider the scattering of light by a NIM partic
@31#. The quantity of interest in single scattering is the e
ciency for scatteringQs . It can be expressed in terms of th
Mie coefficientsan andbn @29,30# as

Qs5
2

x2 (
n51

`

~2n11!~ uanu21ubnu2!. ~3!

The Mie coefficients are given by

an5
mmmscn~y!cn8~x!2mscn~x!cn8~y!

mmmscn~y!jn8~x!2msjn~x!cn8~y!
, ~4!

bn5
mscn~y!cn8~x!2mmmscn~x!cn8~y!

mscn~y!jn8~x!2mmmsjn~x!cn8~y!
, ~5!

where y5msx, the relative refractive indexms5ns /nm ,
with ns5AesAms, es , andms (nm5AemAmm, em andmm)
are, respectively, the refractive index, electric permittivi
and magnetic permeability for the scatterer~surrounding me-
dium!. The Ricatti-Bessel functionscn andjn are defined in
terms of the spherical Bessel functions of the first and th
kinds, respectively,cn(x)5x jn(x) andjn(x)5xhn

(1)(x); the
prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argume
To discuss resonance for a lossless sphere, it is convenie
introduce real phase angles@30# defined by

tanan5
pn

(a)

qn
(a)

52
mmmscn~y!cn8~x!2mscn~x!cn8~y!

mmmscn~y!xn8~x!2msxn~x!cn8~y!
,

~6!

tanbn5
pn

(b)

qn
(b)

52
mscn~y!cn8~x!2mmmcn~x!cn8~y!

mscn~y!xn8~x!2mmmxn~x!cn8~y!
,

~7!

with the Ricatti-Bessel functionxn(x)52xyn(x) defined
based on the spherical Bessel functions of the second
yn(x). In terms of phase angles, the Mie coefficientsan and
bn are given by

an5
tanan

tanan1 i
5

1

2
~12e2ian!, ~8!

bn5
tanbn

tanbn1 i
5

1

2
~12e2ibn!, ~9!

and the efficiency for scatteringQs reads@30#

Qs5
2

x2 (
n51

`

~2n11!~sin2an1sin2bn!. ~10!
01661
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The cases whenan or bn are p/2, 3p/2 etc., namely,
tanan→` or tanbn→`, define the resonance points@30# at
which Qs shows a peak. It is also noted whenutananu@1 or
utanbnu@1, corresponding to sin2an→1 or sin2bn→1, re-
spectively, scattering can be greatly enhanced as well.

In the Rayleigh limit, with bothx!1 and umsux!1, we
have

pn
(a);~e21!x2n111o~x2n13!, ~11!

pn
(b);~m21!x2n111o~x2n13!, ~12!

qn
(a)5S e1

n11

n D1cn
(2)x21cn

(4)x41cn
(6)x61o~x8!,

~13!

qn
(b)5S m1

n11

n D1dn
(2)x21dn

(4)x41dn
(6)x61o~x8!,

~14!

where the expansion coefficientscn
(2) , dn

(2) , cn
(4) anddn

(4) etc.
depend one andm, with e5es /em andm5ms /mm . Herein-
after, without loss of generality, we assumeem5mm51 for
simplicity. For n51, which represents the dipole contribu
tions and is dominant in small-particle limit, the expansi
coefficients forq1

(a) are given by

c1
(2)512

e

2
2

2em

5
2

e2m

10
, ~15!

c1
(4)52

1

4
1

3e

8
2

em

5
1

e2m

20
1

e2m2

140
1

e3m2

280
, ~16!

c1
(6)5

1

72
2

5 e

144
1

em

20
2

3 e2m

80
1

3 e2m2

280
2

e3m2

560
2

e3m3

1890

2
e4m3

15120
, ~17!

while d1
(2) , d1

(4) , and d1
(6) are given by an interchange be

tweenm and e on c1
(2) , c1

(4) , and c1
(6) , respectively. From

Eqs.~11! to ~14!, it follows that for ordinary PIM’s no reso-
nance appears in the Rayleigh limit. The efficiency for sc
tering Qs is thus governed by the Rayleigh lawQs}x4, ex-
cluding the possibility of reaching the localization transitio
by reducingk or x. However, for NIM, ase and m take
negative values, the following resonance cases are foun
arise atx→0, leading to newx dependence ofQs different
from the Rayleigh law:~1! electric ~magnetic! dipole reso-
nance fore522 andm525 ~e525 andm522!, giving rise
to

Qsca;
6

x2
; ~18!

~2! magnetic dipole resonance form522 andeÞ25, result-
ing in
9-2
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Qsca;
150

~e15!2
; ~19!

~3! electric dipole resonance fore522 andmÞ25, leading
to

Qsca;
150

~m15!2
; ~20!

~4! electric ~magnetic! quadrupole resonance fore523/2
andm527/3 ~e527/3 andm523/2!, yielding

Qsca;
72

5
. ~21!

To illustrate thex→0 resonance behavior,Qs as a func-
tion of size parameterx is given in Fig. 1 for values of the
susceptibility at the magnetic dipole resonance, nam
cases~1! and~2!. The solid lines show the cases when the
is no loss. The behaviorQs;1/x2 and Qs; constant is
clearly seen whenx,1 for cases~1! and~2!, corresponding
to Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively.Qs with varying amounts
of loss added to the permeabilitym that causes the magnet
dipole resonance atx→0 are also shown in Fig. 1. Asx
decreases,Qs increases first, displaying the enhanced beh
ior near resonance, then due to lossQs decreases in propor
tion to x4, recovering the Rayleigh law. For comparison,Qs
vs x is also shown in Fig. 1~b! for the case withe56 and
m52, as an example for PIM scatterer. The maximum va
of Qs is seen to shift considerably to the low-frequency lim
for NIM even if in some cases it may not be far greater th
that for the PIM counterpart. The considerable increase
Qs , as well as the shift of the maximumQs towards the

FIG. 1. The efficiency for scatteringQs vs size parameterka for
the cases with~a! e525, m5221 id, and ~b! e526, m522
1 id, whered50 ~solid lines!, 0.001~dashed lines!, 0.01 ~dashed-
dotted lines!, and 0.1~dotted lines!. For comparison,Qs vs ka for
the case withe56 andm52, typical for ordinary PIM’s is shown in
~b! as thin solid line.
01661
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small x end, significantly reduces the localization parame
h, as will be demonstrated below.

The enhancement ofQs in the small-particle limit for
NIM can come from large values ofutananu, utanbnu and is
not limited to the resonance for particular values ofe andm
as in cases~1!–~4!, but it also occurs whenm or e is close to
22. For example, an increase ofQs near the magnetic dipole
resonance can be established as follows. For a givenm close
to 22, utanb1u can be enhanced ifq1

(b) is small. To achieve
this we retainq1

(b) up to terms of order, say,x6 as shown in
Eq. ~14!, and find if the polynomial in terms ofx possesses a
root x0 satisfying 0,x0!1. If such a solution can be foun
it follows from Eq. ~7! that utanb1u;1/x0

5@1, resulting in a
great enhancement of scattering nearx5x0. Indeed, it can be
numerically demonstrated that ifm is close to22, for a wide
range values fore, there exists rootx0 of q1

(b) that satisfies
0,x0!1 and, therefore, the scattering can be substanti
intensified. For ordinary PIM there is no such a rootx0, as
can be inferred from Eq.~14!. Similar case holds for electric
dipole resonance whene is close to22, due to electromag-
netic symmetry. In Fig. 2~a!, Qs vs x is shown for the cases
with ~e,m!5~22.1,21! and ~210,21.9!. The scattering en-
hancement near the electric and magnetic dipole resona
is clearly seen atx'0.234 and 0.219, respectively, which a
roots ofq1

(a) andq1
(b) , respectively. Also shown in Fig. 2~a!

is Qs vs x for the case withe510 and m52, typical for
ordinary PIM. No resonance arises atx!1 ~although reso-
nance exhibits in intermediate regime!, resulting in a much
smallerQs whenx!1.

The enhancement of scattering due to the unusual r
nance in NIM possesses some unique properties which
tinguishes itself from that originating from the ordinary res
nance in PIM. The ordinary resonance cannot arise in
long wavelength limit. As a result, forx→0 the scattering is
always governed by Rayleigh law (Qs}x4). Thus one can-
not enhance localization tendencies by reducingx. The un-

FIG. 2. The efficiency for scatteringQs ~a! and the inverse of
the localization parameterh21 ~b! vs size parameterka for the
cases withe522.1, m521 ~solid line!, e5210, m521.9 ~dashed
line!, ande510, m52 ~dotted line!.
9-3
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usual resonance for NIM occurs atx→0, and it greatly en-
hances the scattering in the Rayleigh limit, as has b
demonstrated in Fig. 2. In addition, for the usual resonan
in PIM, Qs decreases rapidly asx moves away from the
resonance point, thus the scattering enhancement is sen
to the size parameter. This adds considerably to the diffic
in achieving efficient light scattering to induce localizatio
The enhancement due to the unusual resonance in NIM
pears more robust and is insensitive to the size parametx.
This unique property is manifested clearly in Fig. 3~a!, where
Qs is plotted as a function ofx for the cases withe525.5,
m521.8 ande540, m51. The material parameterse andm
are so selected that the peak position and magnitude oQs
for both cases are roughly the same, which arises ax
;0.485 withQs;25. It is clearly seen that the enhanceme
of Qs for NIM is more robust and less sensitive tox as
compared with that for ordinary PIM. For the cases as sho
in Fig. 3~a!, Qs.10 when 0.35,x,0.65 for the NIM, while
Qs.10 is limited to a far smaller range ofx, 0.48,x
,0.49, for the PIM.

III. EFFECT OF DISPERSION

All NIM’s that have been made@5–8,11–13#, with both
negativee and negativem, are dispersive. The negativem
ande originate from resonance, with their magnitudes va
ing continuously from zero to a very negative value in t
frequency range of negative refractive index. As a res
with dispersive NIM particles, one can always find a fr
quency range such thatm or e is close to22. This feature,
together with the characteristic that the scattering enha
ment at low frequency is insensitive to the size of scatte
whenm or e is close to22, implies that one does not have
do anything special to achieve scattering enhancement~pro-
vided that the particles can be made sufficiently small!, the
scattering will be intensified for some particular frequen
We give in Fig. 4~b! numerical results ofQs for dispersive

FIG. 3. The efficiency for scatteringQs ~a! and the inverse of
the localization parameterh21 ~b! vs size parameterka for the
cases withe525.5, m521.8 ~solid line! ande540, m51 ~dashed
line!.
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NIM particle, with effectivees( f ) and ms( f ) assuming the
most frequently adopted form@9#,

es~ f !511
52

0.922 f 2
1

102

11.522 f 2
, ~22!

ms~ f !511
32

0.90222 f 2
, ~23!

where f is the frequency in units of GHz. The dispersio
forms ~22! and ~23! have been adopted for numerical calc
lation of one-dimensional photonic band of layered hete
structures combining PIM’s and NIM’s@9#, where an uncon-
ventional type of stop bands was established. Numer
values ofes( f ) and ms( f ) are given in Fig. 4~a! in the fre-
quency range of negative refractive index. The efficiency
scatteringQs is shown in Fig. 4~b!. Qs clearly shows two
dominant peaks ate andm close to22, respectively, corre-
sponding to the cases near the electric and magnetic di
resonances, respectively. Two small peaks appear ate andm
close to23/2, corresponding to the electric and magne
quadrupole resonances. In particular, in Fig. 4~b! it can be
seen that the frequency regime where the scattering is gre
enhanced is nearly unchanged even if the radius of the N
sphere changes from 0.8 cm to 0.5 cm, demonstrating
unique property that the enhancement of scattering is ins

FIG. 4. ~a! e andm of the NIM as given by Eqs.~22! and~23!;
~b! The efficiency for scatteringQs vs frequency with material pa
rameters as shown in~a! and radius of scatterera50.8 cm ~solid
line! and 0.5 cm~dashed line!; ~c! The inverse of the localization
parameterh21 vs frequency with material parameters as shown
~a! anda50.8 cm~solid line! and 0.5 cm~dashed line!.
9-4
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sitive to the size of the scatterers. This robustness is expe
to help clearing up some difficulties in the experimental
alization of light localization.

IV. LOCALIZATION

Using the results of the scattering from a single sphe
we numerically calculate the localization parameterh in dis-
ordered system composed of NIM particles with typical v
ume fraction f v510% based on Eq.~1!. Figures 2~b! and
3~b! show h21 vs x, while in Fig. 4~c! the dependence o
h21 on frequency is given for more realistic dispersi
NIM’s. Figure 2~b! suggests that a much smallerh can be
achieved with the use of NIM’s that both increaseQs and
shift the strong scattering regime to the small-particle lim
From Fig. 3~b!, it is found that the reduction ofh is more
robust and insensitive to the size of the scatterers as c
pared with the ordinary PIM’s, similar to the results forQs .
It is seen from Fig. 4~c! that the magnitude ofh can be
reduced to 1022, demonstrating a possibility of realizin
light localization using randomly distributed NIM scattere
in practice.

The great enhancement of scattering for NIM’s due to
characteristicx→0 resonant behavior in the small-partic
limit may introduce an extra time delay in light propagatio
causing a considerable decrease ofvE , the energy transpor
velocity, in comparison with the ordinary case. The diffusi
constantD5(1/3)vEl t may also be strongly affected, no
only throughl t but also throughvE , due tox→0 resonance
in the presence of NIM’s. By taking advantage of thex→0
resonance unique in NIM’s, many unusual electromagn
transport properties in random media may be explored.
y

S
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V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied the influence of NIM sc
terers on the scattering of light and their implications in t
localization parameter. An unusual resonant behavior
found atka→0, which leads, in small-ka limit, to a great
enhancement of scattering that is insensitive to the size
scatterers. This gives rise to a significant reduction of
localization parameter. With the use of NIM’s, the light lo
calization transition may be achieved by reducing the wa
vectork in analogy to electronic systems. The negative p
mittivity and permeability usually originate from resonanc
The underlying physics for the unusual scattering behav
of the spherical NIM is thus believed to arise from the co
pling between the resonance intrinsic to the NIM and
resonance due to the~nearly! self-sustained modes in spher
cal geometry@30#. As such, NIM particles of other geometr
may share the similar unusual enhancement of scatterin
the small-particle limit@32#. Besides the light localization
the phenomenon is expected to find many other applicat
as well, in particular, in devices exploring the transport pro
erties of electromagnetic waves through random media.

Note added. After the submission of this manuscript, w
learned that an analogous work with two-dimensional cyl
drical structures has been done by Alu` and Engheta@32#.
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